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This year’s report examines the Tennessee Department of Environment and Conservation’s 
(TDEC) Division of Water Resources’ enforcement information from 2011 and 2012 then looks at why 
we are witnessing such a drastic decline in enforcement orders. Overall, enforcement has dropped, 
assessment of fines has dropped and pollution continues apace.

Compared to previous years’ data, several of the same trends remain:

 • High fine forgiveness continues, meaning violators pay less.
 • There is no geographic focus for enforcement actions – only half of the counties in Tennessee 
    had enforcement actions in 2011, this dropped to a third of them in 2012, with no indication the 
    Department is discriminatory regarding where enforcement occurs. 
 • Construction activities continue to dominate the type of violators receiving enforcement – construction 
   and development activities made up over half of all enforcement taken in the past two years.
 • Water pollution levels are high and enforcement is low.

Fine assessment remains one the biggest problems. The process is inconsistent, resulting in low fine 
collection up-front, and contradicts the Department’s written procedures. TDEC’s guidance for assessing 
a fine provides step-by-step instructions. However, a review of various enforcement orders indicates the 
Department is not applying this process.  As a result, fine assessment is much lower than its guidance 
suggests would be appropriate. The amount of assessed fines actually collected by the state remains 
incredibly low, compounding the problem of the Department not having enough money to adequately 
fund its enforcement program and remedy negative impacts caused by violators. In 2011 only 16% of 
the assessed fines were actually required to be paid, up slightly in 2012 to 21%. 

The Department may assess a significant penalty for violations, but only a small portion of that fine 
is mandatory.  Of the total fines assessed in 2011 and 2012, only 18% were in the form of mandatory, 
up-front penalties for past violations.  In 2011, 99% of all violators paid only 35% of their fine on 
average. In 2012 only 2 violators paid more than half of their assessed fine, paying only 41% on 
average. Over half of the mandatory fines paid to the Department are under $2000. 

Institutional changes and new policies have emerged in the past two years within TDEC which likely 
impact how the Department now operates. There are a few possible reasons why enforcement has 
declined so much in the past two years: 
 • Staff changes – High level managers who had worked in the Division of Water Resources for 
    years are gone, including the manager of the enforcement section, possibly resulting in 
    confusion about who is leading enforcement efforts.
 • Policy modifications – A new department-wide policy encourages the regulated community to 
    self-police and report when they commit violations. Under certain conditions, TDEC’s new 
    policy can result in the waiver of civil penalties. This policy shift may have led to the perception 
    that enforcement is contrary to the Department’s goals.
 •  Decline in violations – This seems highly unlikely because TCWN’s own work finds numerous 
    permit and regulatory violations throughout the state.

TCWN believes this decline is problematic. Violators must be penalized to deter future violations and 
they must also bear the cost of clean-up and correction when their violations impact our water quality. 
We believe the TDEC Commissioner must reiterate to his staff and the public that the Department is 
still committed to effective enforcement. TCWN also encourages the Department to properly use its 
fine assessment tool to ensure collected fines cover the cost of enforcement and remediation
so it does not continue to be the burden of the taxpayer.
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A. Downward Trend 

SIX YEAR DOWNWARD TREND: 

The decline of enforcement actions by TDEC’s Division of Water Resources since 2007 is seen 
clearly in Chart A, below, which illustrates the 75% reduction in enforcement actions between 2007 
and 2012:

 •  In 2007, TDEC issued 219 enforcement orders for violations related to water quality.
 •  In 2012, the Department issued only 53 enforcement orders.    

In an effort to determine why enforcement of the state’s water quality laws and regulations has 
declined so significantly,  this report analyzes the Department’s enforcement activities in 2011 and 
2012 and compares them to the preceding three years (2009 – 2011).

 

Chart A: Number of Enforcement Actions in the Division of Water Resources by Year

__________________
1 Tennessee Department of Environment and Conservation, http://environment-online.state.tn.us.
2  Two of the 51 enforcement orders are not included in this analysis, as one was issued as an emergency order for a 
rock slide and the other was for a now-bankrupt company.

Chart A
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B. What happened in the past two years? 

I. There is no correlation between population size and number of enforcement 
actions in any given area. The Department’s actions focus on no specific 
county or geographic area of the state. 

The maps above demonstrate that the Department has no geographical focus for enforcement 
of permit violations. In 2011, nearly half of Tennessee’s counties received no enforcement 
actions; by 2012, more than two-thirds received none. The average number of enforcement 
orders by county declined from 2.4 in 2008 to 0.54 in 2012. 

An analysis of data documenting enforcement activities in each of TDEC’s eight Environmental 
Field Office (EFO) territories between 2011 and 2012 illustrates this decline (see Table 1 below). 
Each field office is responsible for specific Tennessee counties. With two exceptions, all field 
office territories noted a decline in enforcement activities. The two exceptions, Knoxville EFO and 
Johnson City EFO, had the exact number of orders for the past two years. There were significant 
declines in enforcement orders in the Jackson EFO and Memphis EFO counties and no enforce-
ment orders in the counties within the Chattanooga EFO territory.

Enforcements Per County 2011

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 - 8

Enforcements per County 2012
0 1 2 3 4 - 5
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 EFO 2011 2012
 Chattanooga 14 0
 Columbia 7 3
 Cookeville 15 11
 Jackson 13 3
 Johnson City 3 3
 Knox 10 10
 Memphis 12 6
 Nashville 17 15

Table 1: Enforcement Actions by Environmental Field Office

While one might expect areas of the state with the greatest population (Shelby, Davidson, Knox, 
and Hamilton) to experience more enforcement actions than less populated counties, two of the 
four most populated counties received few or no enforcement actions in 2011 and 2012. 

 •  Knox County received no enforcement actions in 2011 and one in 2012. 
 •  Hamilton County received three in 2011 and none in 2012. 
 •  Shelby County received three in 2011 and five in 2012.
 •  Davidson Count received eight enforcement actions in 2011 and two in 2012.

Mud Island, Memphis TNPhoto Credit: Jason Scott, TCWN Board Member
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II. Development activities continue to comprise the greatest number of 
violations receiving enforcement actions. 

As illustrated below, construction and development activities have comprised the largest 
portion of water quality violations of any type of activity since 2008: over 40% each year until 
2011 and 2012, when enforcement orders totaled 59% and 55%, respectively. As most agriculture 
activities are exempted from the Tennessee Water Quality Control Act and the Federal Clean Water 
Act, that category consistently receives the fewest enforcement actions.

 

Chart B: Enforcement orders by activity type

 

Chart B

Agriculture:  animal feeding operations and crop production
Construction/Development:  land disturbing activities for the
purpose of construction
Industrial:  permitted industries with discharge allowances for 
processed waste and/or stormwater
Mining:  activities covered under surface mining permits
Other:  public roads, utility crossings, logging, borrow pits
Private Landowner:  activities on one’s personal property
WWTP: publicly owned wastewater treatment plants

TYPES O
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III. Penalty assessment remains low and inconsistent.

Since 2008, the number of enforcement activities and the total dollar amount of fines assessed 
by the Department have decreased significantly. Revenue from penalties is intended to help 
support TDEC’s monitoring and enforcement activities and to cover the cost of repairing 
harm to the environment caused by the violations. If the Department does not recover those 
costs through enforcement of assessed fines, the burden of payment falls to Tennessee taxpayers. 
Receipt of adequate revenue from violators prevents taxpayers from having to subsidize violators’ 
bad practices.  

 

Chart C:  Total Assessed Fines between 2008 and 2012

As there is no direct correlation between the number of enforcement actions and the cost to the 
Department, fewer enforcement orders do not necessarily create fewer costs to TDEC. Whether or 
not enforcement orders are issued, Department personnel are still required to conduct site inspec-
tions and issue violation notices, even when the notices do not include a penalty.

In 2011, TDEC developed a Uniform Guidance document to ensure civil penalties are calculated 
using a fair and consistent assessment process. The document requires the Department include in 
its considerations such factors as harm to the public and/or environment, deviation from rules and 
laws (called “gravity-based penalties”), and the duration of the documented violation. It also consid-
ers a violator’s past compliance and voluntary self-reporting and any economic benefits resulting 
from noncompliance. The gravity-based penalty and the duration penalty are totaled, after which 
adjustments to the penalty assessment are made to account for good faith efforts or negligence.  

__________________
3 T.C.A. § 69-3-119.   All fees, penalties, and damages assessed and collected under this part shall be placed in a 
  special fund and earmarked, allocated, and appropriated to the division for the purpose of complying with provisions 
  of this part.

Chart C
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Demonstration of a good faith effort by the violator can result in the decrease of a gravity-based 
penalty by as much as 50%. The Uniform Guidance document specifically lists “promptly identi-
fying and reporting noncompliance” as an example of good faith.  However, as most discharge 
permits require noncompliance be reported within 24 hours of discovery or upon submission of the 
violator’s discharge monitoring reports, this provision in the Guidance appears to grant penalty 
forgiveness of up to 50% when a permit violator simply does what the permit requires in the 
first place.   

As penalties must be large enough to deter future violations, State law also requires the assess-
ment process include an evaluation of whether the penalty “will be a substantial economic deterrent 
to the illegal activity.”  

Fines for permit violations are labeled assessed, non-contingent or contingent:

 •  Assessed fines are the total amount deemed appropriate for the violations. They are the sum 
    of the “non-contingent” and “contingent” portions. These fines are usually the amount TDEC 
    reports to the press.  However, because assessed fines are made up of “mandatory” and 
     “negotiable” fines, the amount of assessed fines substantially overstates the amount a violator 
        must actually pay.

 •  Non-contingent fines are mandatory, not negotiable and required to be paid. Although violators 
        must pay a non-contingent fine, the amount of such fines usually is quite low (49% of all 
        non-contingent fines are “negotiated” to an amount totaling less than 40% of the original citation).

 •  Contingent fines are negotiable and reducible.   Fines may be reduced by submitting certain 
    reports in a timely manner or repairing the damage created by the violation.

_________________
4 Uniform Guidance for the Calculation of Civil Penalties, State of Tennessee, Department of Environment and 
  Conservation. May 23, 2011. 
5 Ibid, page 11.
6 In practice, it appears this factor is applied to reduce penalties only when self-reporting is truly voluntary, rather than 
  required by the permit.
7 T.C.A § 69-3-115(3)(A)
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Chart D
Chart E

The Department’s practice is to announce the assessed fine in the press when it reports enforce-
ment actions.  Digging deeper TCWN discovered the assessed fine is far greater than the fine that 
was paid.  

In 2011, the total assessed penalty for violators was $1,511,350. But only 16% ($245,114) was 
non-contingent or “required to be paid.” The remaining 84% was declared “contingent” and, there-
fore “negotiable.” In 2012, the total assessed penalty fell to $ 952,949 (only 63% of the previous 
year’s total), of which only 21% ($197,149) was non-contingent; the remaining 79% was declared 
“contingent” and, therefore, “negotiable.” 
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The data make clear TDEC does not typically collect the total assessed fines.  Most violators know 
they can pay the mandatory fine and continue with business as usual. Examples cited below rep-
resent evidence gathered by TCWN illustrating penalty fine reduction of as much as 75%, thus 
incurring a substantial financial loss to TDEC and increased cost to the State’s taxpayers.

For the past two years the Department has also enforced the contingent penalties of enforcement 
orders from previous years. Excluding the extreme case of the Kingston Fossil Plant disaster, 
during 2011 and 2012 TDEC invoiced for $155,450 worth of contingent penalties from orders dating 
back to 2008.  

These include enforcement of 31 orders, 13 of which resulted from the violator committing another 
violation within a year of the original enforcement order, invalidating the 50% fine forgiveness. In 
a majority of the orders, 100% of the assessed fine is paid once the contingent penalty fines are 
received by the Department. These 31 orders had assessed fines totaling $362,550, of which about 
71% should be collected. 

In most Department enforcement orders, the civil penalty is assessed and a series of corrective 
and preventive actions mandated. There are various types of enforcement orders:

 1. Commissioner’s Orders include the most egregious violations and usually involve penalties 
     assessed in the amount of $100,000 or higher. The fine can be less at the Department’s 
     discretion.
 2. Director’s Orders are those with assessed penalties totaling less than $100,000. 
 3. Expedited Director’s Orders: Violations in this category are those considered relatively 
     minor which did not result in a condition of pollution and do not require corrective actions. 
     Unlike Commissioner’s and Director’s Orders, violators may waive the right to appeal 
     Expedited Director’s Orders (EDO). In such cases, the fine is automatically reduced by 50%. 
     If the recipient of an EDO commits another violation within a year, the full amount of the fine is 
     required to be paid.

In the past two years, approximately half of all enforcement orders fell into this third category. In 
2011, the Department issued 45 EDOs. In 2012, it issued 29. Given the likelihood such fines will be 
reduced by 50% once violators waive their right to appeal, the inevitable result is weaker enforce-
ment, considerably less revenue, and an increased burden on Tennessee taxpayers.

As shown below, TCWN has gathered evidence of some enforcement actions in which the fines 
were assessed by as much as 75% less than procedurally established. Cases involving reduced 
fines in no way reduce the amount of TDEC staff time consumed. Time spent on such minor offenc-
es and penalties take just as much time as those of greater significance, thus reducing the amount 
of staff time available for citing and enforcing larger violations and collecting larger fines. 
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IV. TDEC Penalty assessment is not in line with State procedures. 

Using TDEC’s Minimum Civil Penalties for Adminstrative Orders, TCWN analyzed the assessed 
penalties issued in a few of its orders.  Had TDEC used its own guidelines to impose and collect 
penalties in the following examples, revenues would have been considerably larger and the burden 
to taxpayers correspondingly lower:

 • A Ready Mix Concrete Facility covered under a general permit exceeded its pH limit at least 
   22 documented times, its total suspended solids limit 6 times, and its discharge monitoring 
   reports were submitted late 19 times.  Using TDEC’s policy, each of these violations should 
   have received a minimum penalty of $500 to $1,000,  resulting in a total assessed fine of 
   $23,500 - $47,000. Instead, the penalty assessed by the state was $9,000, only half of which 
   was mandatory.  As a result, the facility paid less than 20% of what should have been the 
   minimum penalty. 
 • Despite repeated notices by the TDEC for over two months, a quarry  failed to install or 
   maintain appropriate erosion prevention and sediment control practices, as required by its 
    permit. This failure resulted in sediment runoff to a local stream. As the runoff continued for 
   a period of 60 days,  at a TDEC standard fine of $500 - $5,000 per day per violation and 
   with an additional fine for causing a condition of pollution ($2,500 - $10,000), the assessed 
   fine should have been between $32,500 and $310,000. Instead, the violator was assessed a 
   total fine of $9,500, of which only $1,400 was mandatory.  The violator paid approximately 
   4% of what should have been the minimum penalty. 
 • TDEC policy calls for a $2,500 - $5,000 penalty for development occurring without a discharge 
   permit, depending upon actual or potential harm from the violation. However, one violator 
   received a $1,250 fine, half of the minimum fine, of which $625 was forgiven when appeal rights 
   were waived.  As a result, the violator paid only one-fourth of TDEC’s minimum penalty.

While only a few examples were analyzed here it appears the Department is not using its own proce-
dures for fine assessment, resulting in fines well below what their research indicates is appropriate.

 __________________
8 TDEC Enforcement Database, data request dated 3/12/13.

Knoxville TNPhoto credit: TCWN stock photo
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Tennessee Valley Recycling – a study of non-compliance
Case Study

The scrapyard in Pulaski, Tennessee is a prime example of a permittee that chronically violates 
its permit.

TDEC first issued a discharge permit for the facility – now owned by Tennessee Valley Recycling – in  
1992, and problems began almost immediately.  The discharge contains polychlorinated biphenyls 
(“PCBs”), which are highly toxic pollutants, and at the time, the discharge was upstream from the city’s 
drinking water intake in Richland Creek.  TDEC issued a Director’s Order in 1998 requiring the facility to 
construct a sediment pond as required by the permit.  This was not done until 2002 – ten years after 
the facility was required to do so.

Violations did not end with the 2002 construction of the sediment pond. In 2008, during a review 
of TVR’s permit, TDEC noted in the Permit Rationale that TVR “had appreciable difficulty in meeting 
effluent limitations” in its prior permit, and that TVR had committed “multiple permit infractions too 
numerous to list here.”   As a result, TDEC had taken the nearly unprecedented step of issuing a Notice 
of Intent to Revoke the permit in October 2006. 

Instead of revoking the permit, however, TDEC negotiated an agreement that cut the proposed penalty 
by more than half and imposed no corrective action requirements other than “operat[ing] the business 
within the requirements of the law.”  TDEC separately required the facility to relocate its discharge 
downstream from the city’s drinking water intake.  TDEC inspected the facility in August 2008 and found 
it to be in compliance even though TVR reported several permit violations that month. Unbelievable.

Unsurprisingly, after 16 years of noncompliance, violations continue to occur. In August 2012, TCWN 
reviewed TDEC’s files for Tennessee Valley Recycling, confirming ongoing, serious violations of permit 
limits for PCBs, total suspended solids, and zinc. Five days after TCWN’s review of its files, TDEC issued 
a notice of violation to TVR. TCWN then issued a 60-day notice of intent to sue on August 20, 2012, 
alleging 26 violations of the permit limit for PCBs in just 15 months. TCWN has since filed suit against 
Tennessee Valley Recycling, seeking to finally require the facility to comply with its permit.  TDEC’s 
response was to give the Tennessee Valley Recycling a permit granting a 5-month compliance holiday, 
effectively giving TVR permission to pollute with no penalty.  TCWN has appealed.

Richland Creek, Tennessee Valley Recycling, Pulaski TNPhoto credit: Margaret Hardiman
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D. Why has there been such a significant decline in enforcement?

In October 2012, TCWN sent a 60-day notice of intent to sue to Gerdau Ameristeel.  
The notice alleged 1,311 days of violations of Gerdau’s discharge permit at its Jackson, 
Tennessee steel plant.  Despite this chronic pattern of violations, TDEC’s files did not 
include a single notice of violation, much less any enforcement orders in the five-year 
period covered by the notice letter.  Shortly before the 60 days expired, an attorney for 
Gerdau contacted TCWN to inform us the company had re-piped its plant to eliminate 
the discharge, and had given up its permit, thereby ending its discharge.  Obviously, 
this was a simple problem to fix; one that likely would have been resolved long ago had 
TDEC timely and adequately enforced its own permit.

The Department’s continuing and radical decline in enforcement actions is substantial: a decrease 
of almost 50% from 2011 to 2012 alone. There appears to be no single explanation or justification 
for this decline, although new policies and practices have emerged which may have affected the 
manner in which the Department operates. We have considered a few possible explanations for 
this dramatic decrease in enforcement:

 • Staffing changes – Over the past year, the Division of Water Resources has undergone a 
   number of organizational changes. Staff adjustment, including the removal and/or resignation 
   of several high level managers and the transition of the head of enforcement in mid-2012, 
   appears to have created upheaval in the Department for several months. Also, it may be 
   staffing changes at the managerial level have left staff unsure about who is leading the 
   efforts on enforcement.
 • Policy changes – In November 2011, the Department released a “Policy Encouraging 
   Self-Policing and Voluntary Correction,” intended to encourage permit holders to self-report 
   to the Department within 24 hours whenever they become aware of violations. Under this 
   policy, self-reporting and correction of violations can result in the Department waiving a civil 
   penalty against a violator and declining to recommend criminal prosecution.  While this policy 
   leaves the Department discretion as to when the policy is applicable and lists several con-
   ditions for possible punishment exemptions for violators, misinterpretation of this policy may be 
   partially responsible for the drastic decrease in enforcement during 2012. 
 • Decline in violations – It could be possible the decline in enforcement is a result of a decline 
   in violations. However, through TCWN’s own review of compliance and enforcement files, 
   we have not seen a decline in actual violations that would justify a correlating decline 
   in enforcement. TCWN has initiated multiple citizen enforcement actions across the state 
   seeking correction and penalties for water quality permit violations. In 2011 and 2012 alone 
   TCWN issued notices and/or initiated lawsuits against seven facilities that reported chronic and 
   ongoing permit violations to TDEC, and settled four additional lawsuits. 

__________________
9    Agreed Order WPC12-0006, signed November 21, 2012.
10 Minimum Civil Penalties for Administrative Orders, State of Tennessee, Department of Environment and 
    Conservation, page 1. 
11 Director’s Order WPC12-0019, May 2012.
12 Expedited Director’s Order WPC12-0129, issued August 13, 2012.
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E. TCWN’s recommendations 

The continuing and drastic decline in enforcement of permit violations is cause for concern. 
Violations of the law and regulations resulting in damage to natural resources must be remedied 
and violators, not taxpayers, should bear the cost of remediating the damage they have inflicted. 
Penalties must also serve to discourage future violations. To achieve these goals, TCWN asks the 
following from TDEC:

1) Ensure fines imposed upon, and paid by, the violator cover the costs of enforcement and 
remediation. Residents of Tennessee should not foot the bill for pollution caused by a company 
that breaks the rules.  No permit violation should result in an economic gain to the permit holder. 
TDEC should publish its budget, listing the costs of conducting state-wide enforcement and indicat-
ing how much of that cost has been paid by violators and how much by taxpayers. 

2) Review all cases for Natural Resources Damages. The Department can impose Natural 
Resources Damage Assessment fines. These fines are imposed on some, but not all, violators and 
are intended to pay for the clean-up or impacts to our water quality. Tennessee’s Uniform Guidance 
for civil penalties notes that “Natural resource damages should be reviewed in all cases that result 
in a temporary or permanent loss of resources.”  TCWN requests these guidelines be followed 
consistently, so every case is reviewed, its damages noted and the appropriate fines applied and 
collected.

3) Reassure Tennesseans the Department is committed to effective enforcement. In 
December 2012 the U.S. EPA released its 2012 annual enforcement results, noting “Enforcement 
plays a vital role in protecting communities from harmful pollution.”    The Department’s staggering 
decline in enforcement over the course of five years raises the concern TDEC is not fulfilling its 
responsibilities to Tennesseans. TCWN calls on Commissioner Martineau to publicly reinforce 
TDEC’s commitment to effective enforcement and assure staff TDEC is still in the business 
of pursing enforcement actions. 

It is TDEC’s responsibility to protect Tennesseans from water pollution, including conditions with 
the potential to cause harm to human health, the environment and property. This responsibility can 
be fully realized only by enforcing all of Tennessee’s water quality laws. 

4) Focus more enforcement activities on Director’s and Commissioner’s Orders. These two 
types of orders have greater penalty ranges and mandated requirements for compliance and are 
directly linked to water pollution, in contrast to smaller offenses such as late submission of reports 
and failure to obtain a permit for regulated activities, which are found in the Expedited Director’s 
Orders.

 __________________
13 TDEC Policy Encouraging Self-Policing and Voluntary Correction. November 17, 2011. Pg. 2. 
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As TCWN’s highest priority remains the improvement and maintenance of Tennessee’s water quali-
ty, the organization calls on TDEC Commissioner Martineau to assume leadership in identifying the 
source and the means of correcting this severe decline in enforcement actions. Such an initiative 
will help to assure Tennesseans that TDEC is fulfilling its duty to “take all prudent steps to secure, 
protect and preserve” our right to clean water. 

The Tennessee Clean Water Network thinks allowing violators to escape appropriate fines sends 
the wrong message.  The message that you can come to Tennessee, pollute our rivers and 
streams and receive little or no punishment is in conflict with state law: “Recognizing that the 
waters of Tennessee are the property of the state and are held in public trust for the use of 
the people of Tennessee, as beneficiaries of this trust, have a right to unpolluted waters. In 
the exercise of its public trust over the waters of the state, the government of Tennessee 
has an obligation to take all prudent steps to secure, protect and preserve this right” (T.C.A. 
§ 69-3-102(a)).

Tennesseans have a right to clean water they expect the government is doing all it can to protect 
water quality. Sadly, this is not currently the case.

Thorough, effective enforcement of the State’s water quality rules is vital to the health of Tennes-
see’s residents, industry, agriculture and visitors. TCWN Board of Directors, staff, and members 
believe these recommended actions are essential to protecting the quality of Tennessee’s  
beautiful rivers and streams while simultaneously deterring future violations.
 __________________
14 State of Tennessee, Department of Environment and Conservation. Uniform Guidance for the Calculation of Civil 
    Penalties. May 2011.
15 Compliance and Enforcement News Release: EPA Enforcement in 2012 Protects Communities From Harmful 
    Pollution. U.S. Environmental Protection Agency. December 17, 2012.

Pigeon Roost Creek Cookeville TNPhoto credit: TCWN stock photo
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